Street-parking vehicles in urban areas are causing various traffic problems, however, have been counted manually in the M c census, including counting error. We propose two autodetection methods, one is based on an epipolar-plane image analysis, using a Line-scan camera, and the other is based on three-dimensional restoration, using a scanning laser range sensor. Both methods achieve high detection rate. Furthermore, we introduce two-type panoramic s h x t images, obtained by vertically line-scanning camera and laser sensors. Street-parking vehicles sideimages will be exhacted Ikon the panoramic street images.
Introdoction
In crowded urban areas, vehicles parked on streets occupy a certain area of the streets at any time and cause M c problem, such as slow-moving traffic and blind spots on roads. It is very important for traffic census to obtain the number of those vehicles.
Actual information about street-parking vehicles is useful for replanning of roads and traffic system. At present W i c census, measurement of those actual conditions is performed manually. Especially, for actual traffic condition survey in Japan, street-parking vehicles have to be manually counted by investigators in measuring vehicles. Manual counting has some problems, for example, human mor in counting and
We are intaested in automatic measurement of the number of those vehicles. We have already proposed the detection method (I), which can detect street-p&g vehicles by using a scanning laser range sensor. The laser range sensor is active and lets us h o w the distance to target objects directly. In this method, first we reconmcted three-dimensional model Ikom acquired range data. Second, we extracted road surface and vehicles' side bodies. Third, we drew occluding boundary c w e and silhouette edge c w e , respectively. We applied thresholds to two curves and high cost 0-7803-784&2/03/$17.00 WO03 IEEE could count the number of vehicles. In the ideal measurement condition, the detection rate resulted in 100 %. However, when there are other objects between the laser range sensor and target vehicles, they mate occlusion and target vehicles cannot be counted correctly. For example, so" vehicles go past the measurement vehicle.
This paper describes also two alternative methods to detect skeet-parking vehicles. One is based on an epipolar-plane image @PI) analysis, which are easily obtained by a line-scan camera. EPI analysis, firstly developed by BoIles (' ), is a technique for building a threedimensional description of a static scene h m a dense sequence of images. EPI analysis is used to calculate the fearums depth from the slope of fiature paths in EPIs.
The other method is based on tbree-dimesional restoration, from range data obtained by a scanning laser range sensor. A series of processing at each scan is repeated, and counts how many clusters of range data indicating vehicles side appear We will introduce two-type panoramic street images; one is obtained by a linescan camera, and the other is obtained by a scanning laser range sensor. It will be shown that both images are used simultaneously and can derive useful information for OUT everyday life.
Detection Method Using Line Scan Camera

Epipolar-Plane Image Analysis
In the Same way of two-camera stereo, an epipola-plane image is also obtained from a sequence of images when a camera's lens center moves in a e i g h t line. When a camera moves in a straight line, pointed p"p"dicularly to its trajectory, the epipolar plane is the plane on which there are each point P of the scene and the lens center's trajectory. This camera's motion is named a lateral motion. Epipolar lines on these image planes for a lateral motion are collinear and parallel to the lens-centel's trajectory. The EPI is split by every several pixels in the direction of time, in order to find feature paths coming up in the EPI in chronological order. In tbis splitting process, there is no duplication and no gap occurring among all split small images. Those images include much and useful information for our everyday life, such as:
Barrier-free facilities, such as steps between sidewalks and streets, that must be monitored on the way to an aging society, Road-use red situation, like street-parking vehicles and derelict bulky garbage, Road-trafllc facilities, installed in the road perpendicularly to the scanning h e , line scan imaging trafiic environments and public spaces, is also realized and the same benefits can be received. including !r&c signs and road-side trees. Line scan imaging system mounted on a measurement vehicle exploits its abilities, when it m s at high speed in the outdoor environments. By using a lime scan camera, two-dimensional and seamless images are easily acquired as shown in Figure 6 . On the other hand, a laser range sensor generates three-dimensional and seamless images, shown in Figure 7 . 
Three-Dimensional Restoration
The laser range sensor is mounted on the vehicle, and scan vertically and perpendicularly to the moving direction. Panoramic street images can be acquired.
The data acquired by the he-scan laser-range setlsor are restored in the three dimension, by coordinate transformations among the three coordinate systems: (1) the sensor coordinate system, fixed on the sensor itself, ordinarily using the polar coordinate system with its origin at the laser detector, (2) the vehicle coordinate system, whose origin is the center of vehicle's mass and (3) the global coordinate system, fixed on the road and geostationary.
Results of three-dimesional restoration of the range data is shown in Figure 7 . Occlusion occurs by objects near the laser sensor, and another object back the nearer objects *om the laser sensor cannot be measured. Using laser is active sensing, on the other
hand, a camera makes passive sensing. The laser range sensor is more robust than the camera, in the outdoor environments. 
Experiments
The laser range sensor was mounted on the measurement vehicle, and scanned vertically, as shown in Figure 9 . Among 41 vehicles, 38 vehicles were be counted correctly, and 3 vehicles were be counted twice erroneously. The detection rate was 86% (38/44). We introduced the two-type panoramic street images.
The panoramic street images were obtained by vertically scanning line-scan camera and laser range sensor. They include much and useful information for our daily life.
The other detection method, based on threedimensional restoration of range data, achieved higher detection rate, more than 80%. In addition, this method bas been improved from the older method A laser sensor can measure the distance directly and robustly in the outdoor euviromneut. However, an image sensor l i e a camera has much more information from data Thus, we will fuse an image sensor and a laser sensor, and improve the h o l e system. After extracting vehicles images from the panoramic street image, vehicle classification will be the next task
